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Keeping Bali cool
Bali was in crisis. Streets were in darkness. The tourists were sweating. 
No AC in the tropics means hot, uncomfortable, nights. 
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Kuta plant. Within 4 months Bali’s hottest resort was once again the 
coolest place in the world to kick back, surf, and sip ice cold Bintang.
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Comment...
Perhaps without the papers dancing with

glee at double dip recessions, and Greece

“will they or won’t they”, and the French,

and the Euro, and the bankers, and not to

mention politicians. In such a perfect world

we could all get along with a reasonable

level of business. Most UK companies are

more than keeping their head above water

and many are beginning to put their foot

firmly onto the throttle. In the Gulf and

South East Asia the oil companies are

investing strongly.

In Europe companies are finding other ways

to get the finance they require. Those

determined to come out of a recession

running are looking at new premises, and

we have seen a lot of motor manufacturers

change hands with Ansaldo being the most

recent to succumb.

There is a shortage of engineers at all

levels, so the future really does look rosy, if

only the papers and politicians would be

more positive!

For advertising and editorial articles
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Tim Marks at The AEMT Ltd. St Saviours
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When a large power station in Malaysia had

a critical failure of one of their large high

voltage machines, they did not have the

time to wait for the motor to be repaired,

nor could they locate a suitable motor off

the shelf locally.

The special 11kV 50Hz squirrel cage motor

was rated at 4,500 kW and 1,493 RPM in a

630mm frame, in addition it had IC616

cooling and IP55 ingress protection.

Weighing in at just over 14 tonnes, it is not

surprising they were having difficulty

locating another one.

To try to avert the potential crisis, they put

out an international search for a replacement

motor. A call was received from Malaysia by

Menzel Elektromotoren in Berlin looking for a

machine in the shortest possible time. 

Over 80 years, Menzel have built up a

reputation for carrying a very wide range of

machines in stock, which can be quickly

adapted to a customer’s specific

requirements. In this instance some

modifications had to be made to match the

existing machine, these included

adjustments to the footprint dimensions,

changing the water cooling to air cooling,

modifying the diameter of the shaft, and the

position of the terminal box. The alterations

were carried out by Menzel before dispatch,

and arrangements made to airfreight the 14

tonne motor to Asia in less than two weeks. 

To ensure that there was not another

failure, two engineers were also flown out

from Berlin to supervise the installation of

the machine. It was successfully

commissioned by the Menzel engineers and

the motor has run continuously ever since.

The motor was one of the first machines to

be prepared in Menzel’s new paint shop to

prepare equipment to meet the customers’

specifications and requirements. This major

investment has enabled them to use the

latest paint technology, which not only helps

to impress the customer in terms of

appearance, but has also had a significant

effect on the quality of the delivered

machines, and has also significantly

improved the dispatch time and productivity.

The curing process has been cut

appreciably, allowing motors to be shipped

out on the same day of painting. This has

been invaluable when responding to the

urgent requests for motors that they

receive. Motors can now be dispatched

straight from the paint shop, whereas

previously the machines had to be stored

for a period to dry; frustrating when all the

customer wants is his motor!

The high quality of finish gives far greater

corrosion protection for machines, which can

be operating in the most hostile and

aggressive environments. Many of their

machines are used offshore, in chemical

companies, and cement works. They are also

able to match the requirements of customers

requesting different colours and appearances

in accordance with their corporate design.

The paint room is 6x6x5 metres and is

serviced by a 16 tonne crane, although

there is ample access room for heavier

loads and additional lifting gear if required.

The gas fired heating allows painting to be

carried out at 20°C to 25°C ensuring that

the surfaces are totally dry, and are at the

ideal contact temperature for the paint. The

heat is raised to 80°C when drying the paint

to obtain the best finish. The green

credentials are also to the latest

specifications with environmentally friendly

paints used where possible. The excess

heat is recovered by a heat exchanger.

The new dispatch area occupies a 60 square

metre building, which contains a new load

test area, the large spray booth, and a

packaging area to prepare for shipment

anywhere in the world. In this instance the

large investment has begun to pay off. The

motor was ready to be airlifted to Malaysia in

an extremely short time, and the quality of

finish will stand up well to the tropical

climate it is likely to meet in Malaysia.

MENZEL Elektromotoren GmbH. 

Websites: 

www.menzel-elektromotoren.com

www.menzelgb.co.uk

Menzel Elektromotoren
solve a critical situation in Malaysia

Replacing the rotor after modifications to the shaft.

Successfully commissioned in Malaysia under the supervision of Menzel engineers.

The motor in the new spray Booth having been
painted the traditional Menzel Yellow after
modification to the customer’s requirements.

The 14 tonne machine arrives at the power station.



ABB has what it takes to help every industry and application reach new levels of 
efficiency and energy savings even under the most demanding conditions. Combining 
the best available materials with superior technology, ABB’s range of high efficiency 
motors and generators are designed to operate reliably no matter how challenging 
the process or application, and to have low life cycle costs. 
Call 07000 MOTORS (that’s 07000 668677) or visit www.abb.co.uk/energy

Making your world turn 
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When Helmke received a request for a main

cement factory mill drive. The electrical

system for the mill consisted of an input

rectifier transformer, dc link frequency

inverter, and a three phase squirrel cage

motor. The complete system needed to be

designed and installed taking into account

a very high starting, or initial breakaway

torque, of 1.7 times the nominal torque of

the motor for a period of at least 10

seconds.  

Figure 3: high power testing bay for motor system

The requirement was for a speed variance

at constant torque for the full range up to

700rpm, and up to 1480 rpm at the

nominal power of 1700kW (10,800Nm). The

very high start up torque in addition to the

speed variability made the use of a

frequency converter essential (see Figure

4). A high operational reliability and very low

circuit feedbacks were further design

considerations.

A dry type input rectifier transformer was

chosen, which represented the best solution

under the given environmental and

installation conditions (see Figure 2).

Alongside the adjustment of the input

voltage from the mains to the input voltage

of the frequency converter, the transformer

generated the phase shifts necessary for

rectifiers of pulse count 12 and above, and

acted as a disproportionately large

commutation inductance.

The design had only slight system variations

and distortions of the current and a reliable

connection to most mains systems was

possible. The frequency converter consists

of several switch cabinets with a nominal

power of 2300kVA to optimise the motors

requirements. It was positioned in a

relatively clean environment not far from the

motor. The control system was able to

handle operations from standstill, so that

the high starting torque could be provided

for the very slow starting mill, without any
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In today’s industrial environment, the three-

phase induction motor has become the

most common drive source for most

applications. Small and medium power

motors are more often than not standard

“off the shelf” designs, however larger

motors with high power ratings are much

more specific with regard to their

mechanical construction as well as the

electrical parameters to make them suitable

for their application and operating

conditions.

High power motors are often bespoke and

custom designed, and every detail has to be

carefully planned and implemented. A large

motor is not just another electrical device

among the many others. Thorough testing of

a high voltage motor before installation can

ensure that the planned and required

parameters are achieved before it is

installed into the plant. This reduces the

risks, ensures that schedules are met, and

keeps any costs to a minimum.

The selection and dimensions of a drive are

determined not only by the power

requirement, but also by the start up needs.

Crusher drives typically require a high power

and high torque machine. This is also a

main consideration with drives for mills and

kilns. They both require large amounts of

power when starting and an initial starting

torque of up to two and a half times higher

than the nominal torque. These plants may

have to be started when filled to capacity

and at maximum load, this can occur after

an emergency stop, taking place without the

normal coordinated shut down routine. 

Running these drives continuously means

that they are permanently exposed to high

vibrations and large load fluctuations. It

requires a strong design to endure fatigue in

both the electrical components of the motor

as well as the mechanical assemblies,

especially in the area of the bearings and

end shields. Alongside these

electromechanical considerations, specific

environmental conditions have to be taken

into account. In some industries such as

cement, the dust loading is

disproportionately high and significantly

reduces heat dissipation. In other plants the

dust could be hazardous and require an

Atex motor to minimize the explosion risk.

By causing overheating, dust can make a

machine less efficient, and damage or

significantly shorten the life of the electrical

insulation. Proper maintenance of the

bearing lubrication under these conditions

is particularly important for reliable

operation and to ensure that the expected

life is not reduced. 

If dust deposits accumulate and bond onto

the rotor, the machine can become

unbalanced resulting in increased vibration

and additional mechanical stresses.

Vibration monitoring should be conducted

regularly and the machine’s temperature

should be monitored to avoid premature

failures. 

A regular maintenance programme should

take into account the operating and

environmental conditions as well as the

type of motor to maintain the original

performance of the machine. This will help

to avoid critical failures and expensive

downtime.

The high starting torque required in a mill or

a kiln considerably limits the choice of drive

system. Over sizing is neither technically nor

economically reasonable and should be

avoided as far as possible, especially in the

power range up to 10MW.

The squirrel cage induction motor has a

simple and robust design, which is very well

suited to most mechanical and

environmental requirements. In addition to

its low maintenance costs, this type of

motor is very reliable. However, the torque

requirements for direct on line starting, and

the necessarily high nominal torque, will

never be met, even with a specially

developed motor design.  At the same time,

the starting current and its duration will

often exceed the operational mains values.

Alongside the high starting torque, there is

a considerable centrifugal mass that has to

be activated, which can further increase the

start up time. (Figure 1a).

To overcome this problem an induction

motor with slip rings can offer three times

the starting torque, if it is used in

conjunction with an appropriately designed

starter. In larger motors the starting torque

of a slip ring motor can typically be double.

However slip ring motors and their

compatible starter are a costly design. They

are also associated with high energy losses

during start up. (Figure 1b).

The growing use of high
powered drives in the
cement industry 
Adapted from an article by Dr. Ralf Briest and Conrad Friedrich of Helmke.

A Helmke heavy duty squirrel cage induction motor.

The use of the squirrel cage design in

conjunction with frequency converters is

less expensive and now used for high and

very high power ratings. A change of the

stator frequency allows operation in the low

slip area, which is less than the breakdown

slip. This results in minimal losses at each

operation point, as well as during the

starting period. In the range of low slip

between zero and breakdown slip, the

motor is able to achieve a torque up to its

maximum value, the breakdown torque.

This is always a lot larger than the nominal

torque of a motor. This situation can be

employed for a short time within the motors

thermal limits without problems.

In the industrial sector variable speed drives

are more and more common and are

replacing other systems in process

automation. Not only is the operating

performance during the start up phase

eased, but due to the freely adjustable and

continuous operating range, process

controls can be optimized and achieve

vastly improved efficiency.

Due to the adaptability of the drive to the

working machine, the ideal speed can be

used at each operating point. The

technological process can be optimized,

and the whole system operated with

minimal losses. This saves energy and will

often more than compensate for the

additional cost of upgrading an existing

system. (Figure 1c).

Figure 2: rectifier transformer

Figure 1: Principle circuits and the behavior of drive concepts with induction motors.

a) direct mains operation

b) slip ring motor with starter

c) frequency converter operation
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restrictions during the start up phase over a

prolonged period.

The motor itself was a three phase squirrel

cage asynchronous induction motor with a

capacity of 2000kW. It is able to meet the

specifically required conditions during

starting. Special sleeve bearings absorb the

high bearing forces and dynamic bearing

load, as well as allowing for a long

durability. The difficult environmental

conditions are kept away from the interior of

the motor by an air to air cooler, which

prevented possible damage to the internal

electrical insulation and the mechanical

mounting. It also reduces the risk of the

rotor becoming unbalanced of during

operation.

When designing a highly optimised and

cost-effective drive solution, there is always

a risk that the operating parameters at the

limits of the entire system can only be

estimated, and the complex interactions of

the work machine and drive are often not

fully known at the initial stages. Full testing

of the complete system overcomes this, and

was carried out before installation, to

ensure a trouble free interaction of the

components (see Figure 3).

Power drive systems now typically favour

variable speed drives. They simplify the

technological processes and provide a

significant improvement in system

efficiency. On the other hand they also allow

the integration of a wider range of

parameters into a very efficient system

design.

The advantages of using frequency

converters compared to conventional

constant speed drives has made possible

the solving of problems of increasing

complexity. Bespoke drive applications of

various power ratings are now being created

which contribute to highly cost effective

and energy efficient process systems.

J.Helmke & Co. 

Tel:+49 5066-903 33-0

Website: www.helmke.com 

Email: helmke@helmke.de

Figure 4: The Helmke high power frequency converter.
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WEG Germany has won a major contract

from Outotec, the global leader in

sulphuric acid plant design and delivery,

for a total of 21 MV motors, including slip

ring types up to 5200kW, 24 WEG

transformers, six liquid rheostat starters,

and project management to install and

commission the package. The equipment

is being installed and commissioned in

the World’s largest sulphuric acid

production facility, currently under

construction at Ras Az Zawr, a mining and

industrial city in the kingdom of Saudia

Arabia. 

The mining and industrial city rising from

the sands in the midst of the barren desert

and scrub of Saudi Arabia’s Eastern

province, contains a phosphate mining,

granulation and diammonium phosphate

production complex which is being built in

one stage over a 34-month period. Upon

completion this will be one of the largest

integrated phosphate processing and DAP

production facilities in the World. Ras Az

Zawr is also home to an alumina refinery,

aluminium smelter (1066Ha), 1800MW

power station ,and a downstream industry

complex.

The purpose built industrial zone on the

Arabian Persian Gulf coast in a region that

is one of the richest natural and mineral

resources areas in the world. One of the key

activities within the Ras Az Zawr zone is

processing of phosphates for use in

fertilisers. This involves phosphate

concentrate being processed in the fertiliser

production facility consisting of a

phosphoric acid plant, a sulphuric acid

production facility, an ammonia plant, a

DAP granulation plant and co-generation

and desalination plants.

Outotec was successful in winning the

contact for the sulphuric acid segment of

the project, the largest production facility of

its type in one phase in the World. With

more than 600 plants installed worldwide,

they account for over one third of the

current entire global sulphuric acid capacity.

The total investment in the production

facility, which includes three sulphuric acid

plants, is approximately £150 million. When

complete, the three plants will have a total

production capacity of 13,500 tonnes of

sulphuric acid per day.

Due to the remoteness of Ras Az Zawr, and

the possibilities for issues with multiple

suppliers should problems occur, Outotec

insisted on single suppliers for each

element of the Sulphuric Acid project.

“We didn’t have a previous track record with

Outotec in Germany, but we had already

done business with the company in Brazil

and Australia, although there was no

specific reference to this type of plant,”

commented WEG General Manager Energy

Business, Andreas Schulte Mesum.

“However, our project management single

contact, allied to the benefits of a single

supplier, was definitely the key to our

winning bid.”

The project started in 2006, and is only

today nearing completion. To-date WEG

Germany has supplied 21 Medium Voltage

motors: 6 x MAW710 5200kW 4p 13,8kV

60Hz, 6 xMGW450 1400kW 2ph 4,16kV

60Hz, and 9 x HGF400 620kW 6p 4,16kV

60Hz. These motors are used extensively in

mining, marine and oil and gas applications.

They provide the high levels of efficiency,

reliability and long life demanded in the

challenging conditions encountered in the

Arabian Gulf.

The MGWs and HGF type motors are used

in the boiler feed water and circulation

pumps of the sulphuric acid plant.  The

higher power (5,200kW) MAW units are slip

ring motors that drive the main blowers in

the plant. WEG decided to use slip ring

motors controlled by liquid rheostat starters

for this application as the blower inertia was

large and starting current was an issue. The

benefit of starting the main blowers in this

way is that the customer can easily control

the starting current of the blowers, at the

same time handling the very high torques

involved.

In addition to the motors and starters, a

total of 24 WEG transformers are used to

supply and condition electricity to all types

of equipment across the whole SA plant,

including the WEG MV motors. In common

with the MV motors the WEG transformers

are designed for use in some of the most

demanding operating conditions worldwide

in hydro electric plants, desalination

systems, oil and gas installations, mining,

marine and many more. As evidence of this,

WEG recently manufactured and supplied

200-ton transformers – the largest step-up

power transformers ever made by the

company - for the World’s largest

hydroelectric plant, Itaipu Binacional, on the

Brazil/Paraguay border.

In terms of project support, WEG was active

during the project management stage at

Ras Az Zawr, managing three different

suppliers, and also co-ordinated with

Outotec to ensure that several technical

modifications required by the main

contractor were actioned promptly and with

the required level of customer support. Now

that the project is in its start up phase,

WEG is, once again, heavily involved with its

co-ordination expertise and technical

support being much in demand.

WEG Electric Motors (UK) Ltd : 

Tel: +44 (0) 1527 596748

Website: www.weg.net

Email: wegsales@wegelectricmotors.co.uk

WEG Supply Mv Motors and
Transformers to the World’s
Largest Sulphuric Acid
Production Plant in Saudi Arabia

Journalaemt
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Bedford Pumps Ltd has contributed to an

extensive refurbishment for Ashton

Avenue Sewage Pumping Station, one of

Wessex Water’s largest and most critical

pumping stations in the Bristol region. 

The station was originally commissioned in

1970 and was targeted for renovation by

Wessex Water due to pressure put upon the

site by a rising population.  This resulted in

unsatisfactory intermittent discharges of

diluted sewage from the sewerage network

occurring during and after heavy rainfall.  

£9.5m has been spent on upgrading

Ashton Avenue and reducing the risk of

flooding in South Bristol.  During times of

heavy rainfall a greater amount of

stormwater can now be safely taken away

from homes in the area.  

Bedford Pumps manufactured and installed

three Storm Pumps and two Dry Weather

Flow (DWF) pumps and also refurbished

three of the existing DWF pumps previously

installed by Bedford Pumps back in 1994.

One of the new DWF pumps replaces the

original W H Allen pump from when the

station was first

constructed.  W H Allen,

were the company that

facilitated the existence of

Bedford Pumps.  Bedford

Pumps was founded in

1987 by members of the

former Pump Department at

NEI (W H Allen) after the

company closed their

manufacturing plant within

the town. 

Bedford Pumps worked in

close collaboration with the

main contractor and

Wessex Water to undertake

the refurbishment of the

DWF pumps.  These pumps

serve to lift the foul sewage

up into the Southern Foul

Water Interceptor for

onward flow to Avonmouth

STW for treatment.  They

are each required to pump

up to 650 l/s with a

guaranteed head of 6.4m.  

The three new Storm Pumps

are Mixed-Flow Canister Pumps with

submerged motors.  Each pump is rated at

2,625 l/s at a total head of 11.8m, 440 kW,

complete with Variable Speed Drives.  They

replace the original Storm Pumps from

1970 which were shaft-driven, axial flow

with the motors at ground level.  

The company also supplied Pump Condition

Monitors and Canisters for the Storm

Pumps.   Air release valves are included on

the top of each canister and Bedford Pumps

innovative “latch lift” system ensures

speed, efficiency and cost savings when

accessing the pumps. 

Mark Lloyds, Project Manager for Wessex

Water stated that “During the design stage

of the scheme it became apparent that

Bedford Pumps were one of only two likely

suppliers for these pumps.  Being a proven

manufacturer of large pumps and the

supplier of the original pumps gave Bedford

Pumps additional credibility and they were

selected through a competitive tender

process.”

“Bedford Pumps worked closely with B&V on

the integrated design and it has proven to

be a successful contract all round.”

The company is delighted to have been part

of the project which was completed ahead

of schedule and under the original budget.

Bedford Pumps Ltd.                                                                  

Tel:  + 44 (0) 1234 852071 

Email: lucyo@bedfordpumps.co.uk

Website:  www.bedfordpumps.co.uk
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Bedford Pumps storm 
into Bristol

Bedford Pumps’ Storm Pump for Ashton Avenue.

Installation process, using Bedford Pumps “latch lift”
system.
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AxFlow looks at how pump
maintenance can contribute
to lower operating costs 
Against a background of rising energy

prices and the greater pressures to reduce

CO2 emissions, it is becoming increasingly

important for all sectors of industry to

consider the operating efficiency and

energy consumption of pump systems. 

Many pump manufacturers  are doing their

utmost to drive down energy consumption

costs by offering energy efficient motors,

matching impeller diameters to actual

operating conditions and recommending the

use of variable speed drives. This approach

is to be applauded, but if pump users do

not create the best operating conditions

and look after their pump systems the

opportunities for reducing operating costs

are compromised. 

Pump systems are large consumers of

electricity and their operation will always

have an impact of the price of the final

product or service. A pump that is matched

to the application will contribute to energy

savings because its performance is tailored

to the needs of the system. Selecting an

oversized pump in the belief that one day it

will become useful if production is

increased or for safety reasons is a false

economy. Similarly, running a pump without

any checks on component wear and

maintenance will reduce operating life and

increase operating costs over the medium

to long term. 

It is inevitable that pumps will display signs

of wear, as it is almost impossible to design

a pump that is free from operational

deterioration. Wear will have an adverse

influence on the performance of the pump,

causing mechanical losses, leakage and

energy (hydraulic) losses. Components most

likely to be affected are bearings,

mechanical seals, wear rings, rotating

elements and the shaft. Then there is the

matter of the internal surfaces which can

be subjected to corrosion and erosion by

the pumped fluid. Surface conditions will

have the greatest impact on energy losses. 

The issue of equipment operating lifetime

and downtime costs are issues that are

receiving long overdue attention within all

areas of processing and manufacturing.

Whereas at one time only the initial

investment cost was the main factor to be

considered in selecting pumps, lifetime

costs are now very much a part of the

specification process. It is a fact of life that

deferring pump maintenance is often used

as a means of reducing costs, but this can

be a false economy. Not only can the life of

the pump be reduced, worn or damaged

parts will affect operating efficiency and

this will inevitably impact on other

operations in the production/processing

cycle. Pump failure, due to lack of regular

inspection and maintenance, can lead to

plant shutdown and excessive down-time

costs. 

The best way of ensuring trouble free and

low maintenance pump operations is to

invest in careful pump selection and proper

installation at the outset and then to

monitor changes in performance at regular

intervals. If the pump has been sized for the

application, dynamically balanced, installed

on robust foundations in order to avoid

vibration and operated in the correct

manner appropriate to the application then

a major failure should never be

experienced. This may add costs to the

initial investment, but over the long term the

investment will be paid back through energy

efficiency, low downtime and reduced

maintenance costs. Unfortunately not all

pumps are operated to their best efficiency

point or they are left to operate unattended

for long periods, so when the pump does

eventually crash it is either replaced or

fitted with replacement parts without any

investigation as to the causes of the failure. 

There is of course an argument that puts

forward the case for restricting planned and

preventative maintenance. In other words;

‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’. Too much

maintenance intervention can result in

damage to components when they are

removed and reinstalled. This is particularly

apt where the mechanical seal is removed.

Misalignment when the mechanical seal is

being reinstalled will cause excessive

movement and eventual failure of the seal’s

faces. 

Striking a balance between preventative and

condition-based maintenance lies in careful

monitoring of the pump performance, so

that if any symptoms of a problem are noted

action can be taken that prevents total

pump failure. The pump should only be

taken out of service for maintenance after a

detailed study of the symptoms and causes

has been carried out. If there has been

physical or mechanical damage of the

pump’s components, then a review of the

process operation needs to be undertaken

in order to identify the cause of the damage. 

Preventive, predictive, and prevention/pro-

active maintenance practices generally

require the pump operator to have an in-

house team of qualified employees or to

have maintenance contracts with the pump

manufacturer. However, this is not always

feasible and that is where outsourcing this

work to a knowledgeable contractor occurs.

They can work closely with the maintenance

personnel on determining failure and then

assist in the repairs or design changes if

these are required. 

An example of this is provided by the AxFlow

Service Base in Huddersfield. when called

in to provide on-site or off-site maintenance

and repair, their standard procedure is to

examine the pump in detail and to discuss

with the customer the pumps application

and operating conditions. In this way the

Company is able to provide a wholly

effective solution to the problem and give a

guarantee on its work. They recognise the

importance of planned maintenance and

offer all of their customers this service,

supported by 24-hour call-out. Where

feasible, remedial work is carried out at the

customer’s premises and typically this will

involve identifying the problem if there has

been a pump failure. 

When called in for a pump refurbishment

project the first challenge is not knowing

what the condition of the internal

components will be until the complete unit

is stripped down. Externally the pumps may

look to be either in a reasonable state or

not worthy of being rescued. A thorough

examination of the pump in its operating

environment will reveal the cause of the

failure and establish whether or not the

pump can be repaired in-situ. At AxFlow

engineers have a check list of actions that

are adhered to during the disassembly

process and it is this procedure that is

crucial to identifying where problems lie.

The Company has a policy of photographing

every part of the stripping down procedure

which allows full component appraisal.

Using this visual data is essential when it

comes to making recommendations on the

best course of action to be taken. 

Tom Cooper, Service Base Manager, at

AxFlow Huddersfield commented 

“Our goal is to get the customer back up

and running as quickly as possible, but not

at the expense of creating further problems

that might arise in the future. Pump

replacement may often seem the easiest

solution, but this can be costly for the

customer and may not always be the best

over the longer term. We have undertaken

many projects where the actual pumps in

service may no longer be manufactured, but

a high quality repair has provided the best

solution to get the plant up and running in

the shortest possible time.”

AxFlow Ltd   

Telephone: +441420588194

Email:  info@axflow.co.uk

Website: www.axflow.co.uk

An obsolete impeller housing for a Gwynnes pump before and after refurbishment.
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It is amazing where pumps are required.

The hygiene requirements at cattle

markets after foot and mouth have

become quite demanding and now mean

that the cattle trucks or any vehicle

carrying animals to the market has to be

thoroughly cleaned after each trip.

Chris Evans Farm Services in Shropshire had

a request from his local cattle market to

upgrade their existing wash down

requirements. He contacted TT pumps who

specialise in the design, manufacture, supply

and installation of agricultural systems.

TT pumps reviewed the original systems’

location in a 4 metre deep chamber and

designed the booster set to be surface

mounted for ease of access for

maintenance. They supplied the washdown

set consisting of a multistage booster set

(Hidroboost) with a dual vertical multistage

stainless steel pump system. 

The Hidroboost incorporates a cost

effective, intelligent, variable speed drive,

which optimizes the systems efficiency with

a duty/ assist configuration. This can cater

for the varied demand of the cattle market,

and has been well received by the cattle

market and the farmers using the system.

T-T Pumps Ltd,

Onneley Works, Newcastle Road, Woore,

Cheshire, CW3 9RU

Tel: 01630 647200

Email: alex.eardley@ttpumps.com

Website: www.ttpumps.com
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As the UK officially enters a double dip

recession, Midlands based engineering

firm Deritend is calling on industry and

Government not to lose sight of the role of

British engineering and manufacturing in

driving economic recovery. 

Gathering together industry figureheads,

Government, apprentices and employees,

the firm celebrated its own achievements

and those of the sector last night at a

reception in Birmingham, led by Chris White

MP, Co-Chair of the Associate Parliamentary

Manufacturing Group (APMG). 

Business Minister Mark Prisk, who recently

chaired an APMG discussion focused on

boosting the image of manufacturing, said:

“The UK remains one of the world’s leading

manufacturing nations, generating £130bn

a year for the UK economy and accounting

for over half our exports. So too,

engineering plays a vital role in ensuring

that we have the knowledge and expertise

to keep us highly competitive on the world

stage.

“Manufacturing and engineering remain

crucial for growth, which is why Government

has launched initiatives such as the Make it

in Great Britain and See Inside

Manufacturing campaigns. We have also

launched the Queen Elizabeth Prize for

Engineering to bolster the status of

engineering here in the UK and in the eyes

of the world.”

Mr White echoed this sentiment

commenting, “It’s encouraging to see

industry recognising and celebrating

progress and achievements. Continued

commitment and investment from

businesses such as Deritend in the future of

engineering and manufacturing will be key

to future success. With Semta estimating

that the UK will need 82,000 engineers by

2016, there’s an exciting growth opportunity

ahead but we have to continue to attract

future talent if the sector is to fulfil its

potential.” 

Deritend itself remains resolute in its

commitment to stay positive and continue

to invest in the next generation of

engineers: “In the midst of economic gloom

it would be easy to lose sight of what our

sector has achieved in recent years,”

commented Deritend Managing Director

Richard Hale. 

“In fact engineering and manufacturing is

the backbone of the UK economy and we’re

proving resilient – recent research by the

Begbies Traynor Group shows that

manufacturing is recovering , with indicators

of financial distress falling by 17% in the

first three months of this year.”

“We will continue to invest in new

technologies, innovations and skills.

Engineering is changing, and it has a

central role to play in supporting UK

business in achieving greater productivity

and efficiency. This isn’t just about fixing

things, it’s about using asset management

to add value and intelligence to the way

businesses run and operate.”

Underlining this commitment, Deritend used

the event to unveil its new website and Client

Knowledge Portal ‘Clearview’ to delegates,

highlighting how developments in technology

and online systems will support its clients in

driving efficiencies and improving productivity. 

For more information, visit

www.deritend.co.uk.

Double dip is catalyst
for change 
Engineering sits at heart of recovery, says Deritend

Richard Hale, Deritend Managing Director, Chris White MP, and David Garman, Chairman and Non-executive Director 
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The global market for industrial motors and

drives was valued at an estimated $26

billion in 2010 according to data from IMS

Research. There were differences in the

performance of individual product markets

which could be attributed to the fact that

sales of low voltage motors and drives are

heavily dependent on demand for

machinery, while sales of medium voltage

motors and drives rely mainly on the

performance of large process industries and

the amount of capital investment occurring

in these sectors. Because worldwide

machinery production grew more than 15%

during 2010, the markets for low voltage

motors and drives witnessed robust double-

digit growth compared to the previous year.

In contrast, 2010 was a poor year for the

medium voltage motor and drive markets.

Many large projects continued to face

significant financial difficulties, and the

recovery of process industries occurred

more slowly than that of the discrete

sectors.

LOW VOLTAGE INTEGRAL
HORSEPOWER AC MOTORS
MARKET UPDATE
After several years of healthy growth, the

low voltage AC motor market declined by

21.1% in 2009 to just over $9 billion.

Although the market decline was globalized,

the overall Americas, Asia Pacific and EMEA

(Europe, Middle East and Africa) regional

motor markets experienced different rates

of contraction, while the Chinese and Indian

motor markets continued to grow during the

recession. Motor manufacturers in North

America began to report signs of recovery

beginning in the fourth quarter of 2009,

while many European motor suppliers did

not report improvement until well into 2010.

IMS Research believes that the world

market for low voltage AC motors was worth

approximately $12.4 billion in 2010, with

more than 44 million units shipped during

the year. This revenue growth meant the

markets recovered about half of the losses

incurred during the recession. Driven by

various motor efficiency legislations being

enacted around the world, the low voltage

AC motors market was expected to have

passed the pre-recession levels in 2011.

Furthermore, the medium-term forecast

projects that by 2014 revenues for the total

low voltage AC motors market will more

than double 2009 levels, with average

revenue growth of 16.6% per year.

In 2010, IE1 (Standard Efficiency) motors

accounted for around 55% of the market’s

revenues. These products were sold mainly

in the Europe, Middle East and Africa

(EMEA), Asia Pacific and South American

markets. IE2 (High Efficiency) motors

represented around 30% of market

revenues during the year, and the majority

of these motors were sold in North America.

IE3 (Premium Efficiency) motors accounted

for about 3% of global revenues, while

squirrel-cage Permanent Magnet (PM)

motors represented approximately 1% of

global low voltage AC motor revenues. The

efficiency breakdown of the low voltage AC

motors market is forecast to be very

different by 2015, with IE1 motors

composing 8% of total revenues while the

IE2 and IE3 motors will make up the

majority of the market with respective

shares of around 59% and 20%. Although

sales of squirrel-cage PM motors are

expected to grow faster than the overall

market, rare-earth magnet prices and

supply concerns are expected to persist;

these motors are expected to continue to

account for less than 5% of the market by

2015.

Pump, fan and compressor applications

account for over 70% of all low voltage AC

motor sales. These applications typically

have higher motor replacement rates as the

motors are usually running continuous duty

cycles, causing them to wear out more

quickly. The prevalence of these

applications is only expected to increase

over the forecast period, as they are

projected to outperform the total market

from 2010 to 2015. Other notable

application sectors poised for growth during

the forecast period include conveyors,

elevators and lifts, and extruders. In

contrast, sales of low voltage AC motors into

crusher, propulsion, winch and winder

applications are projected to underperform

the market during this time.

Siemens was the leading supplier of low

voltage AC motors in 2009, with an

estimated global market share of 11.0%.

ABB and WEG, which were both estimated

to have market shares of 8.5% in 2009,

rounded out the top three suppliers. While

Siemens and ABB have been the dominant

market leaders in previous years, WEG has

steadily grown its market share by

expanding its participation in the North

American, EMEA, and Asia Pacific motor

markets. Baldor and TECO were the fourth

and fifth largest shareholders in 2009, with

4.5% and 4.0% of the market respectively.

These suppliers are the market leaders in

their respective domestic markets of US

and Taiwan. However the large number of

acquisitions in 2010 shown below will

significantly reshape the market shares for

last year and this year.  

MEDIUM VOLTAGE MOTORS
MARKET UPDATE
In contrast to the low voltage motors market,

sales of medium voltage motors grew in

2009 but were down significantly in 2010,

with revenues contracting by 21.6% to about

$4 billion and unit shipments falling to

about 38,700. This market is a mature and

stable one, and its performance is driven by

several key factors, including the price of

commodities (such as oil, natural gas,

metals, and other minerals), the availability

of financing for large projects, and the

amount of Capital Expenditure investment by

the industries that use these motors. The

main reason the downturn affected this

market in 2010 rather than 2009 is

attributed to long production times and full

order books that most suppliers had in place

Journalaemt

The Global Market for
Higher Efficiency Motors
An extract from the presentation at the Motor Driven Systems Conference by Alex
Chausovsky, IMS Research Director for Electric Motors & Drives.

A cutaway of the high
efficiency WEG WMagnet
drive system motor.
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before the recession started. Once the order

backlog had been cleared, and with a

significantly lower number of new orders

coming in, the market felt the full brunt of

the downturn in 2010. However, rapid

increases in commodity prices, coupled with

a lending environment that is more positive

than it was, have raised expectations for this

market. Assuming the economic recovery

remains on track and commodity prices

remain around current levels, the outlook for

the medium voltage motors market remains

bright, with some companies expecting a

return to double-digit growth in 2012.

The industry sector analysis of the medium

voltage motors market illustrates that

metals, oil & natural gas, power generation,

and water & wastewater are the four largest

segments. Sales of large motors into these

industries accounted for about $2.5 billion

of market revenues, representing more than

64% of the total. The oil & gas segment was

valued at $925 million, while metals, power

generation and water all exceeded $450

million. The chemicals, marine and mining

industries were also of significant size. Most

of the industry sectors evaluated in this

report experienced healthy growth prior to

the downturn, with the marine and oil & gas

segments witnessing rapid growth that far

outpaced the market average. However

during the recession two distinct groups of

industry sectors have emerged. The first

group includes industries like metals,

mining and oil & gas, which all have links to

commodity prices. These sectors are poised

for revenue growth in excess of 8.5% per

year until 2015, as commodities are all

trading at high levels. Population growth

and increased urbanization fuels demand in

the power generation and water &

wastewater industries. As a result of these

factors, these industry sectors are believed

to have been less affected by the recession

and typically outperform the market during

down cycles. Power generation and water &

wastewater are both expected to grow by a

Compound Annual Growth Rate of more

than 5.0% in terms of units until 2013.

Siemens and ABB were the leading market

suppliers in 2010, with estimated market

shares of 14.5%, and 13.0%. Both

companies sold their products to most

regional markets and to a diverse array of

industry sectors. Other notable suppliers

include Teco, WEG, Shanghai Electric and

Toshiba (TMEIC), who are the prominent

players in their regional markets. Teco is

estimated to have an 8% share of the total

worldwide market in 2010, while WEG’s

share is estimated as 6.5%, and Shanghai

Electric is close behind with a 6.0% share.

Toshiba had a 4.5% share in 2010. Together

these six suppliers accounted for 52.5% of

total market revenues in 2010, illustrating

the concentrated nature of the market.

Other notable suppliers include

Converteam, GE and Hyundai, whose

respective 2010 global market shares are

estimated as 4.5%, 4.0%, and 4.0%.

THE IMPACT OF RECENT
MERGER & ACQUISITION
ACTIVITY ON THE MOTORS &
DRIVES MARKETS.
A flurry of significant mergers and

acquisitions has occured in the industrial

motor market as it comes out of recession.

In one of the largest acquisitions in the

history of the motors market, ABB

purchased Baldor Electric Company in

December 2010 for $4.2 billion in an all-

cash transaction. This move has

substantially improved ABB’s access to the

North American motor market while

simultaneously providing Baldor with

extensive sales channels in Europe, the

= 40,000 medium voltage motors shipped in 2010.
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Middle East, Africa and the Asia Pacific

markets. The acquisition is expected to

make ABB the worldwide market leader with

a combined market share of more than 12%.

Another major acquisition in August 2010

was conducted by Japanese supplier Nidec,

owners of US Motors and Hurst motors.

They announced the purchase from

Emerson of two of their Motor Company

businesses – Emerson’s Commercial and

Industrial Motors (CIM) and Emerson

Appliance Motors and Controls (EAMC).  The

companies did not disclose the details of

the acquisition, but financial industry

analysts have estimated the purchase price

of EMC’s motor division to be around $800

million. This sale did not include Emerson’s

hermetic motors business, which serves

Emerson Climate Technologies’ Copeland

Scroll compressors, and they will continue

to operate the large motor business of

Leroy-Somer. The move expanded Nidec’s

product range to include low voltage and

medium voltage industrial motors, as well

as smaller appliance motors. Nidec has

openly stated that it seeks to become the

largest motor supplier in the world by 2015,

so further acquisitions by the company are

likely. The company’s president has been

pursuing several other motor suppliers for

many years.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion the mixed performance of low voltage and medium voltage motors and drives markets in 2010, progressed to a year of growth

for all product types in 2011. Machinery production was expected to remain at healthy levels while large projects in many process industries,

particularly in the oil & gas sector, were expected to do very well. In the event this recovery has been slower than expected. This will present

many opportunities for suppliers of both low voltage and medium voltage motors and drives. It supports the expectations that these markets

will surpass their pre-recession levels during 2012, particularly as the economic situation begins to stabilize during the year in Europe and

America.

IMS Research (www.imsresearch.com).

Regal Beloit Corporation (RBC), the owners

of Marathon Motors, has also made several

notable acquisitions. In April 2010 it

acquired Australia’s CMG Engineering

Group, which manufactures and distributes

small motors, blower systems and industrial

metal products. In September 2010 it

purchased the Dutch motor supplier Rotor

BV, which produces standard and

specialized motors. In November 2010, RBC

announced that it had acquired a 55%

stake in Elco Group BV, which manufactures

motors, fans and blowers and has

production facilities in Italy, China and

Brazil. 

The company made its most significant

acquisition in December of 2010, when it

announced it had entered into an

agreement to acquire 100% of the stock

and assets of the Electrical Products

Company (EPC) from A.O. Smith

Corporation, a notable US motor supplier.

EPC manufactures and sells a full line of

motors for hermetic, pump, distribution,

HVAC and general industrial applications.

Even before 2010, RBC was very active in

acquiring motor companies. Its purchase of

Chinese motor maker Hwada in 2008,

which was followed by the acquisition of

Netherlands-based Dutchi Motors.

Previously, RBC had bought the fractional

horsepower motor manufacturer Morrill

Motors, as well as Alstom’s Indian motors

and fans business, and Fasco’s motors

division.

GE purchased Converteam early last year,

which makes power conversion equipment

used by various industrial sectors, GE was

paying in the region of $3.2 billion for the

company. Their products include drives and

other power electronics, advanced rotating

machines, generators and controls, which

have applications in various energy

industries including marine, offshore and

onshore oil and gas, power generation, and

wind and solar renewables. This acquisition

is expected to significantly strengthen GE’s

position in these sectors, where it was

already well established. 

MINIMUM MOTOR EFFICIENCY
LEGISLATION
Traditionally, motor efficiency improvements

have been suggested and incentivized,

rather than mandated. However, over the

past 15 to 20 years, this paradigm has

slowly changed to government mandated

efficiency standards which industry must

abide by. When analyzing and forecasting

how the global low voltage AC motors

market will evolve, one must consider the

heavy influence of government legislation.

This is particularly important because of the

many regional differences that exist in

government promoted motor efficiency

requirements. Improving overall motor

efficiency is a common objective shared by

motor manufacturers and end users alike.

WORLDWIDE MOTOR
EFFICIENCY LEGISLATION
The global low voltage AC motors market is

witnessing a fundamental shift to higher

efficiency motors that began in earnest

around the turn of the millennium and will

continue well into the future. In October

2008, the International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) published the IEC 60034-

30 International Efficiency Class standard in

an effort to harmonize different

requirements for induction motor efficiency

levels around the world. This standard

specifies efficiency classes for single-speed

three-phase 50Hz and 60Hz squirrel-cage

low voltage AC induction motors and

effectively replaces the previous European

Norm IEC/EN 60034-2-1 agreed upon in

September 2007 by the European

Committee of Electric and Power Electronic

Machine Builders (CEMEP). 

Harmonization of local standards with

international standards provides the global

low voltage AC motors market with many

benefits, including improved comparability

of efficiency and energy consumption for

the same types of motors in various regions

and economic environments. A financial

benefit is gained by minimizing testing costs

for all motor manufacturers, especially

those that provide motors for global

markets. Finally, there is a notable

improvement in knowledge transfer, which

enables faster implementation of standards

into new legislation.
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HI-THERM® Varnishes
A range of solvent borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

� Cost effective
� Flexible curing cycles
� High bond strength
� Superior moisture & chemical resistance

AQUA-THERM® Varnishes
A range of water borne impregnating varnishes for use in dip & bake applications.

� Environmentally friendly
� Low VOC emissions
� High bond strength
� Good tank stability

DOLPHON® Potting Resins
A range of epoxy, polyurethane & polybutadiene resins for the potting, casting,

impregnation & encapsulation of electronic components.

� Ranging from very flexible to rigid finishes
� Excellent thermal conductivity
� Good adhesion with excellent moisture & chemical resistance
� Available with a wide range of viscosities

SYNTHITE® Varnishes
A range of air-drying finishing varnishes & enamels for use via brush, dip or spray.

� Rapid processing
� Excellent conformal coatings
� Superior moisture & chemical resistance
� Available in convenient DOLPH – SPRAY® aerosols

DOLPH-SPRAY® Aerosols
All SYNTHITE® air-drying varnishes are available in aerosol form.

� Easy application
� Fast coverage
� Convenient for site work
� Variety of colours & finishes

DOLPHON® Resins
A range of solvent free impregnating resins for use via dip, VPI, trickle or Roll-through.

� Environmentally friendly
� High flash point – low fire hazard
� Low VOC emissions
� Excellent bond strength at high temperatures

A

John C. Dolph Company
Leaders in insulating products for the
electrical and electronics industries

Sole UK Stockist & Distributor

P

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

Setting the Standard in

Distribution

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park,
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9RB, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1246 261 828 Fax: +44(0) 1246 261 830

sales@par.gb.com www.par.gb.com

VENTILATING FANS
� From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
� Various types & profile of fan available
� Available in Plastic & Aluminium
� A range of bore sizes with/without keyways to fit a

variety of shafts

FAN COWLS
� From IEC 56 – 355 Frame sizes
� Manufactured from steel & supplied primed with fixing holes
� Available in standard depth & extra deep for brake motors &

forced ventilators

TERMINAL BLOCKS
� From M3 – M20 thread sizes
� 6 pins, complete with nuts, washers & bridge links
� UL Approved & economy blocks available

THERMAL CUT-OUTS
� From 80 - 180ºC
� From 1.6 – 16 amps
� Temperature & current sensitive

PTC THERMISTORS
� From 80 - 190ºC
� Available in singles & triples
� Rapid response protection for electric machines

CAPACITORS
� Available in Motor Run & Motor Start
� Available with faston tag terminals or leads
� Range of voltage and Micro Farad ratings

HEATER TAPES
� Prevents the formation of condensation when the motor is off
� Available in a range of lengths & power ratings
� EX Approved for use in flameproof motors

CABLE TIES
� Available in standard non-releasable ties & releasable twist ties
� Manufactured from tough Nylon 6.6
� UL Approved to UL 94 V-2 flame retardancy specification

CABLE CRIMP TERMINALS
� A range of insulated copper terminals, lugs & splices
� from 0.50 – 1000mm2 conductor sizes
� Crimping tools also available

CABLE MARKERS
� A range of adhesive & clip on markers
� Various markings
� Resistant to salt water, detergents, fuels, oils & solvents

(Adhesive type)

Associate Company of

J

P.A.R.
Insulations &Wires Ltd

Setting the Standard in

Distribution

P

Many companies are still sceptical about

how much an energy survey can save

them, particularly when there are so many

around for double glazing, insulation,

lighting, boilers etc. etc. 

Often the returns on these surveys take

years to pay back the investment cost, and

many companies still do not realize the

huge savings that can be made after a

survey on their motors and drives.

Rewinds and J Windsor recently carried out

a free survey at a major Merseyside feed

processor. The electricity consumption for

the plant was close to £94,000 per year

and with prices rising, the company asked

RJW to carry out the site energy reduction

survey.

Having carried out measurements on site,

the report recommended twelve motors and

motor/fan units as offering potentially for

the greatest payback. The total cost of the

equipment involved a £14,000 investment.

Once the go ahead was given the inverter

drive panels were built in their panel

building department. The company then

removed and installed the new equipment

on site. 

Rewinds and J Windsor continued to

measure the energy consumption of the

new drive systems, which many companies

may not do. After a suitable period of

analysis they were able to show their

customer some significant savings had

been achieved. The initial readings showed

a £17,000 reduction in electricity costs to

£77,000 per annum, and a rapid payback

period of less than one year! 

This small investment has reduced their

ongoing energy bills by just under 20% and

lowered the cost per tonne of the end

product from the feed mill by 18%!

RJW Ltd: Liverpool L5 9SY 

Telephone:  0151 207 2074

Website: www.rjweng.com

They say “the best
things in life are free”
A Mersey side feed plant was absolutely delighted with
the savings after a free energy survey by Rewinds and
J Windsor.

A drive cabinet assembled at the Rewinds and J Windsor workshop.

An engineer taking readings for an energy survey. 

Journalaemt
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compact unit due to the optimisation of its

components such as circuit breakers, cable

boxes and switch mechanisms.

GenieEvo is

a range of

partition

metal MV

switchgear

for use up to

13.8kV. It

covers all

needs from

simple

feeder

protection to

the most

advanced

protection.

Its unique

concept of isolation brings highest reliability

levels and is the only virtually maintenance

free air insulated switchgear on the market.

TRANSFORMERS
Fluid Filled Transformers with ratings up to

4000kVA on 36kV are available as either

Standard or Low Loss electrical designs,

higher rated transformers up to 60MVA are

available from other Schneider Electric

transformer plants. The factory supplies both

home build units and imported depending

upon the customer’s requirements. 

Package substations are assembled at the

site and comprise of Ringmaster and a LV

feeder pillar both close coupled to the

transformer.

APPLICATIONS
The Pearl, a unique man-made island just of

the Arabian peninsula in Qatar, will have

power distributed to its luxury residences

thanks to GenieEvo equipment from Merlin

Gerin supplied by the Leeds operation.

Photo 5: The Pearl, Qatar

After a two year qualifying process, Qatar

Power Corporation (QPC), the main

contractor for the project, and United

Development Company (UDC), their client,

placed an order worth over £3 million for

11kV distribution equipment. Designed to

be the backbone of the system, supplying

much of the prestigious Pearl residential

and leisure development, the equipment 

will be installed in over 25 separate

substations that make up the main ring

system on the island.

The Pearl, Qatar, is a multi-billion dollar

island covering 400 hectares of reclaimed

land just off the coast of Qatar. It is

designed to house up to 40,000 residents

in 11,000 luxury properties spread

throughout ten themed districts. The need

for a dependable energy infrastructure led

QPC and UDC to specify GenieEvo

equipment, which has an established

reputation for reliability, versatility and 

long life.Transformer.

GenieEvo MV switchgear production.

Schneider Electric is a global French

company specialising in energy

management and industrial automation.

Employing more than 110,000 personnel

in over 100 countries sales of €19.6bn

were achieved in 2010. 

From early beginnings in 1836 acquiring a

steel manufacturer based in Le Creusot,

France, Schneider Electric has grown to

become a world leader in energy

management solutions for the energy, power,

industrial, IT, and building market sector.

Well known brands acquired in recent years

include:

• 1986 - Merlin Gerin, France, High

Voltage electrical distribution. 

• 1988 – Telemecanique, France,

Industrial controls and automation. 

• 1991 - Square D, USA. Circuit breakers

and distribution boards.

In 1998 the Schneider Electric ‘Energy

Business Organisation’ opened a new

purpose built 17,000m2 factory in Leeds.

Employing over 450, the ‘Medium Voltage

Centre of Excellence’ includes switchgear

and transformer manufacturing, product

design, marketing, project tendering plus a

service training centre. This is one of the

largest manufacturing factories in Leeds

and occupies part of the former Hunslet

Engine Company site, famous for its steam

shunting engines.

The factory is approved to ISO 9001: Quality

Management; ISO 14001: Environment; 

and ISO 18001 Occupational, Health, and

Safety standards. 

SWITCHGEAR
Ringmaster is a ring main secondary

switchgear unit designed for all indoor or

outdoor MV applications such as

transformer protection. Suitable for extreme

climates with ratings up to 13.8kV it is a

Journalaemt

Schneider Electric, Leeds

Leeds 1998.

Ringmaster.
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Gary Downes, the Managing Director of

Solutions in I.T, formed the company in

2002 to specifically cater for the problems

that electro-mechanical repair companies

faced. Since then the company has gained

a growing following, and the programmes

have continued to fill any special niches and

gaps that the industry requires.

Customer Relationship Management is a

vital area for any company, but some

customers can be neglected when the

pressure is on and the workload piles up.

Information can be disjointed and the

amount of information churned out by a

computer can be overwhelming, just at the

time when it should be of the most benefit

to a company.

Solutions in I.T. have looked at the problem

and recently added the EMIR “CRM”

extension to its EMIR software range. CRM

is an acronym for Customer Relationship

Management and is essentially a complete

sales management tool helping to ensure

that no opportunity is missed to provide

high quality service and increase sales to

new and existing customers.

The EMIR system has grown to a customer

base of over 130 companies across the UK,

Ireland, South Africa, Azerbaijan, Dubai, and

Malaysia. It is with thanks to this loyal and

committed customer base that it has been

possible to develop such an extensive web-

based application, which can be run from

any web-enabled device including smart

phone, PC, or Laptop. 

The CRM extension has already been fitted

to a number of AEMT members’ including

some who even signed pre-order deals for its

supply. These incuded Mid-Kent Electrical in

Sittingbourne, Central Electrical in

Merseyside, Westin Drives in Huddersfield

and Camis Ltd in the West Midlands.

So what is CRM and why do you need it?

For any company, maintaining relationships

with customers takes a lot of hard work. It is

easy to let relationships slip away because

you simply don’t have time to keep in

contact with the quieter members of your

customer base. In these days of ‘sweating

the assets’ there is little time to plan and

manage the sales functions. This is

particularly so in such a heavy technical

industry as the electro-mechanical sales,

service, and repair business.  It is hard

enough to manage those customers who

are vocal in demanding service, and others

can get overlooked - the 80/20 rule!

A good sales and marketing plan ensures

you have a target to reach in terms of both

sales value and maintaining contact with

your clients. It ensures that opportunities

are not missed, or business lost due to a

lack of contact, or simple neglect!

The EMIR CRM system has been designed

to ensure that no part of the sales process

is forgotten; no customer is ignored, and no

opportunities fall by the wayside. In short it

helps salespeople to manage their own

tasks. This frees up the manager and

provides him with a detailed analysis of all

the key functions of the sales process, and

enables him to manage his team better.

BUDGETS
Annual budgets can be split between the

salesman, which directly relate to each

Customer’s sales forecast.  The program

even allows several sales people to have

different targets for the same customer, i.e.

if they are selling different products and

services to the same client. The sales

performance of a customer can be

compared with the sales forecast for the

site, department, and sales person. The

sales revenue can then be compared with

the forecast and performance of each

salesman, and department, and site, as

measured against budget.

THE SALES PIPELINE FOR
EXPECTED SALES.
Not only are orders and revenue tracked,

but all aspects of outstanding quotes and

‘opportunities’ as well. Any recorded

opportunity is a potential future requirement

for a customer that cannot be quoted yet,

but needs to be noted for future reference.

Such opportunities are measured in the

EMIR CRM by time and the percentage of

probability that they will turn into orders.

This enables the sales team to forecast

likely sales and track all opportunities from

within the Customer Relationship System.

STATE OF PLAY
Each salesperson will be able to see an

instant picture of how they are doing

against budget and all the tasks they need

to do. This can include producing new

quotes, following-up existing quotes,

arranging meetings, developing

opportunities, etc. They can instantly see:

Which order numbers need chasing, 

Which customers are on stop,  

How a customer is doing against budget or 

What a customer’s credit limit is, if coupled

with the full EMIR Finance Module.

CUSTOMER DETAILS
The Customer details section provides the

most comprehensive customer records you

have ever seen, with instant analysis of all

their past work, orders, revenue and work in

progress. It enables immediate access to all

customer contact information. This helps to

arrange meetings and send emails via the

CRM that are posted automatically into your

Outlook ‘Sent Box’ and Calendar. In short,

everything a sales person needs to do, can

be tracked via the CRM system to create

reports for analysis!

EXTENSIVE REPORTING
Together with the main EMIR Standard or

Professional software, the CRM extension

provides detailed reporting, which makes

the analysis of all aspects of the sales

process straightforward and much more

meaningful. It helps to keep sales on track,

often in both graph and numerical form. The

information includes:

• Sales person: actual and estimated

revenue versus budget

• Quoting activity: to see all open,

accepted and rejected quotes with

sales staff prompted to follow up

quotes, create quotes and track

opportunities.

• Sales Activity: which tracks all types of

contact by phone, meetings, and “to-

do’s”, to provide comprehensive sales

staff activity reporting so that you can

see what activity has taken place. Staff

are prompted to make follow ups with

clients based on a set period for such

contact.

• The Customer Activity Section:  Allows

you to see all information relating to the

customer, such as how many orders

they have placed, revenue generated by

month, quarter, or year-to-date,

expected revenue, quotes outstanding,

contact due and last done, work in

progress, order numbers needed, those

on stop, etc. In short everything the

sales manager and sales staff need to

review before a meeting with a client.

• Reporting: This can be measured by 

Sales person, 

Customer, 

Site,

Department, and

Date range.

To quote Gary Downes, the managing

Director of Solutions in IT, 

“EMIR CRM provides our most detailed

analysis ever, AND there is much, much

more…! We have put a demonstration

version of CRM on the Web for you to play

with as you wish in your own time, simply

get in touch and we’ll provide you with the

link, username, and password and you can

try it for yourself!”

CONTACT: 
Telephone: 0845 009 4588

Email: info@solutionsinit.com  

Solutions in IT at www.solutionsinit.com 

Gary Downes looks at EMIR’s
new system for Customer
Relationship Management.

Why not join the growing list of
companies that use ?
Market-leading software designed for your business!
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E-Commerce Web-CALS

Stock Purchasing Quoting Finance
Motor

Management

Time &
Attendance

Winding
Details

Database

Web Job
Tracker EMIRPDA Labour

Scheduling CRM

  

Discounted offers and
now a low cost rental
option available to all
AEMT members!
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THE PLACE TO GO FOR

Massey 
Coldbeck

Call now: 0844 8012233
sales@masseycoldbeck.co.uk www.massey-coldbeck.co.uk

Taylor & Goodman Ltd with its

headquarters located in Reading, Berkshire

has been acquired by Peja Production BV

based in Arnhem, Netherlands. 

Operating nationally from strategic locations

in the UK, Taylor & Goodman have provided

proactive and reactive mechanical &

electrical services to a variety of customers

ranging across many industrial sectors.

Founded in 1948, Taylor & Goodman have

built up a reputation for their technical

expertise in the service and supply of electric

motors and pumps especially to the water

industry.

Peja was founded in 1937 and their

companies have been active trading

companies in Eastern Europe, South East

Asia, the Middle East and Africa. It has

operated import and export companies and

has had strong links with Holec and Stork. In

the early 1990’s it founded Dutchi Motors, in

partnership with a Chinese manufacturer,

and through its international trading

experience built up markets for the motors in

over 60 countries. In 2008 Peja sold Dutchi

motors to Regal Beloit based in the USA. 

With their very wide experience in the electric

motor field, as well as their ability to sell and

service industrial plant internationally, the

purchase of Taylor & Goodman heralds a

bright future for the company.

Dr Toni Bienemann, President & CEO of Peja

Production said “It is unusual to be able to

acquire a national electrical/mechanical

service organisation with so many blue chip

customers. We were impressed particularly

with the strength of the management team

and the company’s penetration of the water

industry, where long term framework

agreements have been established with

organisations such as Thames Water, Wessex

Water, Southern Water, and Anglian Water.

This infrastructure provides a solid platform

for growth and the synergies between the two

companies make the acquisition a perfect fit

with Peja’s international development

strategy.”

Peter Ryder, MD of Taylor & Goodman, was

equally enthusiastic, “We are pleased to

welcome our new investors who clearly

appreciate the value of delivering good

engineering services to industry and who

have the appetite to invest further in

developing the untapped potential available. I

am pleased to confirm that I will continue in

my role as Managing Director and I am very

encouraged about the future of Taylor &

Goodman as a result of this sale.”

Taylor & Goodman: 7, Cradock Road,

Reading, Berks, RG2 0LB.  

Tel. 0118 986 4333. 

Email: info@taylorgoodman.co.uk  

Website: www.taylorgoodman.co.uk

Journalaemt

Taylor & Goodman Group
aquired by The Peja
Production Bv

Taylor and Goodman Directors: Lee Hall Financial Director, Pete Ryder Managing Director and Michael Behan Operations Director.

Dr Toni Bienemann President & CEO of Peja Production.
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Paul Percy and his team at Massey

Coldbeck involved the ABB Energy

Appraisal Team on a project to upgrade

the Air Handling Units (AHUs) at

Manchester Airport in their drive to save

on Carbon Emissions.

The project involved replacing drives and

motors ranging between 3kW to 90 kW in

95 air handling units throughout all of the

airport’s three terminals. Each unit is

equipped with two motors and drives, one

set for the supply side and one for

extraction. 

Andy Sheridan, the Service Facilities

Manager for Manchester Airport, said: “The

airport has made a commitment to achieve

carbon neutrality by 2015. This goes hand

in glove with our need to reduce costs, and

improve our environmental commitments.

The project to improve the efficiency of the

air handling in the terminals became an

obvious choice, and we generally now use

ABB drives across the airport.”

The extensive use of ABB drives in the

airport has been applied to applications as

diverse as pump systems to baggage

handling. Paul Percy, a Director of Massey

Coldbeck, made the recommendations for

the airport energy saving project and

installed the drives and motors required for

this and other projects. 

Andy Sheridan worked closely with Craig

Fuller and the ABB Energy Appraisal Team.

They carried out extensive trials on two

units serving the Terminal 1 check-in hall.

“Terminal 1 is over 50 years old, and at the

time normal practice was to oversize motors

to have power to spare. The ABB team was

able to resize motors to a more suitable

frame size, which led to energy savings of

around five per cent using the latest ABB

IE2 high efficiency motors.”

To prove the savings, Manchester Airport’s

Engineering Team installed permanent half

hourly energy meters, and monitored the

results over a six month period. By reducing

the set point frequency from 50 Hz to 40 Hz,

it was shown that savings of 50 percent could

be made with no noticeable change in the

airflows provided by the Air handling units.

The calculated annual savings for the high

efficiency motors and inverter drive

elements of the scheme equate to

approximately 4,000 MWh. Andy Sheridan

was delighted with the results “We have a

target to reduce our total CO2 emissions by

27,000 tons a year. This one application has

saved around 2,200 tons of CO2 a year,

which has already reduced emissions by 10

per cent of our target.” 

A pressure difference sensor is connected

directly to the supply fan drive’s analogue

input to measure the air flow in the air duct.

A drop in air flow triggers the drive to make

the fan motor rotate faster, so that the air

flow is maintained at the desired level.

Another drive function is used to detect

faults in the pressure sensor or its wiring. If

the pressure signal drops below 10 percent

of its maximum value, a signal loss fault is

triggered within the drive, whereupon the

drive starts running at an average speed

based on the last 10 seconds of operation.

Journalaemt

Massey Coldbeck
and ABB project
savings of 4,000
MWh a year at
Manchester Airport

Manchester Airport Terminal Building.

Another major element of the project was

the use of energy saving dust filters on the

AHUs. “The filters that we have installed are

classed as energy efficient. They maintain

the filtering that we get from standard

filters, but reduce the pressure drop within

the units. This ensures that we run the

supply and extract fans at lower speeds but

maintain the same air flow and filtration.

We carried out field trials to ensure that the

claims of the manufacturer were correct

and we did see significant energy savings.”

The ability of the ABB drives to

communicate over BACnet with the airport’s

Building Management System (BMS) will

allow the filters to be changed when

needed, maintaining their efficiency and

energy savings. BACnet stands for the

Building Automation and Control Network,

which is a Data Communication Protocol

developed for HVAC systems. A relay is

activated when the pressure difference over

the supply air filter reaches a pre-set limit,

this indicates that the filter is becoming

clogged and requires cleaning or

replacement.

“The ability of the ABB drives to use BACnet

to communicate with our Building

Management System was one of the key

reasons for choosing them. We already

knew we would be using filters that could

send signals back to a filter management

system. Other drives could not meet this

requirement so cost effectively. The system

alerts the various facilities managers of any

filters that require replacement, and also e-

mails our system maintainers directly so

that they can plan the required replacement

works. The replacement of the 15,000

Filters by Vokes was estimated to give an

additional saving of £514,000 to the airport.” 

On top of the savings of around 4,000MWh

per annum through the work carried out by

Massey Coldbeck and ABB, this energy

saving project has proved a brilliant

investment.

Massey Coldbeck website: 

www.massey-coldbeck.co.uk 

ABB website: www.abb.com

The Vokes Synsafe Revo pocket and carbon filters 
used in the Air Handling Units.
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The Brazilian oil major, Petrobras, has just

launched the P-57, a super FPSO (floating

production, storage, and offloading) type

platform, Expected to commence oil

production at Parque das Baleias – in the

north of the Campos Basin, Brazil – in late

November, P-57 will be anchored at a

depth of 1260 meters, and be capable of

processing up to 180,000 barrels of oil

and 2 million cubic meters of gas per day.

As a major supplier of control and

automation systems and equipment to

Petrobras, WEG products feature highly on

P-57. The WEG package supplied included

Medium Voltage Panels, Low Voltage

Panels, Motor Control Centers and Medium

and Low Voltage Dry-Type Transformers,

among other surveillance and safety

subsystems.

These products were supplied to Single

Buoy Moorings (SBM), the company

responsible for the engineering, supply and

building of P-57. They were sent to the

shipyard in Singapore where the ship was

adapted, and where the majority of products

supplied were integrated into the platform.

In addition to the products issued to SBM,

WEG also provided a total of 164 motors for

use on P-57. These were supplied to several

OEMs that worked directly with WEG. Motors

for gas compressors were sold to MAN

Turbo, Switzerland; motors for water 

pumps were sold to SULZER, Brazil; and

motors for general applications were sold to

KSB Brazil.

All products were certified by ABS and,

when required, products were also certified

for applications in classified areas

according to Brazilian and international

standards. The Scope of the Electrical

Package supplied to P-57comprised of

• 39 Medium Voltage Panels

• 136 High Voltage Panels 

• 22 Explosion-Proof Low Voltage Panels

(Eex e)  

• 8 Medium Voltage Transformer 

• 9 Low Voltage Panels 

• 10 Medium Voltage Motors for Pumps  

• 4 Medium Voltage Motors for

Compressors 

• 150 Motors in General  / OEMs (LV) 

• PMS – Power Management System  

• 1 UPS– Uninterruptible Power Supply 

The P-57 FPSO-type platform integrates the

second phase of the development of the

Jubarte field. It will operate integrated to 22

wells, 15 for oil extraction and 7 for water

injection. The platform will be the first with

such technology to operate off the coast of

the state of Espírito Santo.

WEG Electric Motors (UK) Ltd: 

Tel: +44(0)1527 596748

Email: wegsales@wegelectricmotors.co.uk 

Website: www.weg.net/ae
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New Petrobras P57 Platform
Built in Singapore Supplied
by WEG

The petrobas P57 super platform.
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AC and DC Electric Motor rewinds and service up to 750kW.
Repairs, servicing, plant removal and installation of electric motors, pumps, fans, inverters, 

soft starts, gearboxes and control systems.
On site: Servicing, fault finding, commissioning, vibration analysis, condition monitoring 

and review, laser alignment and dynamic balancing.
Machine shop; Turning, milling, metal spraying, welding and dynamic balancing.

Plant designs and energy management, consultation, design, supply, installations, commissioning and after care.

� � � ��������������������������

Have a stock of
refurbished
dynamic balancing
machines for sale.
Both hard and soft bearing,
belt and end drive.

Training and commissioning
given.

Modern electronic displays or
trial weight

Electronics according to cost
and usage.

RJW
Experience, Expertise, Efficiency 

- 24 hours a day

Rewinds & J Windsor & Sons Ltd
Tel: 0151 652 1315
Fax: 0151 653 6826
Email: enquiries@rjweng.com
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For many years Rewinds and J Windsor

have offered a unique, in-house, specialist

repair service for high frequency, heavy

duty, industrial grinding and other fettling

tools.

With ongoing investment the company has

added extra improvements to their repair

service. These include machine tool load

testing, PAT testing, and recently HARM

vibration testing. It is a consequence of the

latter that rotor dynamic balancing has also

been introduced, which can have a

dramatic effect in reducing ‘vibration white

finger’. All stators undergo vacuum

impregnation, which the company regard as

essential for the reliability of these high

speed machines. This includes their

stockholding of service exchange stators for

high frequency machines, which includes

units for Bosch, Fein and Darg, providing a

very quick turnaround.

The company’s comprehensive service

includes the repair of frequency changers, a

stock of reconditioned machines off the

shelf, and tool hire, backed up by a

collection and delivery service throughout

the UK.

Paul Lee, the Manager of the high

frequency repair division, commented

“We must be unique in offering the full start

to finish repair service on High Frequency

Power Tools. All the work is undertaken in

house from tool repair, to balancing, stator

winding and testing of the frequency

changers.”

It is certainly a niche area that they have

gained a great deal of experience in over

very many years.

Rewinds & J Windsor: 

Telephone: 0151 652 1315   

Email: paul.lee@rjweng.com

Website: www.rjweng.com

 Rewinds and J Windsor have developed
their High Frequency Tool Repair Service
to meet HARM Regulations.
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1. Dudley Russell recently retired from Mid Kent Electrical with

Robert Shoebridge promoting the AEMT Journal, Wally Adams

and Bill Prior, both honorary members.

2. Andrew Papka of Rotary Engineering UK.

3. Colin Brewster of Sulzer Dowding & Mills with Geraint Jones of

Menzel Great Britain. 1. Paul Hirst of PAR, is it Star Wars or not, no, just a fuse.

2. Jennie Gordon of MGC Systems concentrates on Nick Thompson of Schneider Electric with Steve Cross and Paul Hirst from PAR in the background.

4. Nigel Brindley of WES with Chris Jordan of Elantas

Beck Gmbh.

5. Stuart Brown and Nader Guesmi on the AEV stand.

1.

1. 2.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The AEMT AGM 2011
The AEMT AGM will be held at Dunchurch Park near Rugby on July 5th with a good line up of speakers and stands. Photos from last year’s AGM at

the same venue are attached to give you a flavour of what is to come, so make a date in your diary for this year’s conference and seminars, which

promises to be better and more informative than ever.

AEMT Visit to Schneider
Electric in Leeds
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1. Brian Philpott AEMT/ Loughborough College Lecturer with Hadi Sukanto of PT Hidup Baru Perdana Abadi
in Balikpapan at their premises.

2. Waspodo Bayu Aji of PT Unggul Pawenang Sentosa, Jakarta, and Adi Hermawan of Total E & P Indonesie.
3. Dodyt Kusama Wardana, Dwi Martoyo, Widiyanto, and Rusli from PT Halliburton, Indonesia.  
4. Dikky Nurpriady and Dafid Handiarko of Total E & P Indonesie with Brian Philpott the AEMT

Loughborough College lecturer.
5. Rony Setiawan measuring an Ex stator frame from PT SWTS Indonesia.
6. Sinta Maryana and Sukiyatno of Total E & P Indonesie.

1. 2.

3.

5.

4.

6.

AEMT Hazardous Area Ex
training in Balikpapan, Borneo
Delegates from Indonesia attended a Hazardous Area Equipment Repair Course on the International Repair Standard: IEC 60079 19 in

Balikpapan, which is the offshore and refinery centre of East Kalimantan on Borneo in Indonesia.



MENZEL Great Britain Ltd.

20, Trem-Y-Nant | Coed-Y-Glyn
Wrexham LL13 7QL
Tel.: +44-1978-290768 All information about us in seven languages!

Website

www.menzelgb.co.uk

A Passion to Perform, and more 
than 80 Years of Experience
High Voltage Motors
Direct-Current Motors
Low Voltage Motors
Transformers
Frequency Converters
Machine Sets


